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IMVrolRcTICgI

Organized postattack recovery operations can be considered in terms
of sequential actions for the restoration of at least minimum operating
capabilities of socioeconomic systems needed to ensure continued existence
of sturvivors. The minimum requirements for a scheduled recovery of the
systems, in terms of time, type, and amount, will depend on both the sub-

I sistence needs of Individuals and the number of survivors (injured as well
as uninjured). On a national basis, the expenditure of effort and supplies
in recovery operations includes consideration of recovery of all systems
that contribute directly or indirectly to recovery at the consumer level.
The specification of organized postattack recovery operations and their
management require information that relates survival needs to system re-
covery and operation.

At least two steps are entailed In the recovery of the output of a
component of an industrial system (i.e., the physical resources of an
economic system). The first is the recovery of the use of the components,
and the second is the recovery of its productive operations. The actions
for each step and their occurrence will depend critically on the poet-
attack environment In a given geographical area. For are" in which the
component is undamaged and received only light deposits of fallout, the
first step would not be required, and the achievement ot the second stop
would generally depend only on the availability of inputs (or acceptable
substitute inputs) to the component. For area that are exposed to high
levels of blast and thermal effects to which the component is destroyed,
both recovery steps are infeasible (at least within the time scale of re-
covery operati1c.s concerned with subsistence needs of survivors following
a nuclear attack). In all other geographic areas, both recovery steps
would be required, and it is it these areas that the major postattack re-
covwry operations would take place. The postattack eaviromesnts is this
third category of areas mould range trom those in Wieh moderate levels of
fallout occurred (with so physical damage to Industrial compooesats tra
other explosion phenomena) to tbhse in which moderate to heavy levels at4 physical damage of industrial composnate occurred.

fi Although the upper limit at damawg for possible recovery of an area
might be considered to occur where Industrial composents are dmasged but
reparable, the feasible limits for recovery mould depend on whether the



subsistence survivor needs (including recovery of their production) could
be supplied without interruption on the basis of A, capabilities of the
survivors (with or without assistance from nearby areas) and the resources

available to them.

To establish approximate limits of feasibility for the recovery of
industrial components and systems and, for those feasible, to establish
requirements (with respect to survivor needs) and planning guidance (with
respect to the sequence of recovery operations), quantitative estimates
of the recovery process are needed. First, such estimates should provide
Information on the nature and scope of the recovery problem, Including
the specification of factors that significantly influence the limits of
feasibility mentioned above. Second, the estimates should provide Infor-
mation on potential rates of recovery of production for survival as well
as Information on how the rates may depend on preattack preparations and
the application of postattack countermeasurea.

Since there is no experience on recovery from massive nuclear attack,
system models offer a means of Investigating recovery processes for hypo-
thetical postattack situations. Exercising such models for a range of

postattack situations should provide Information that can be used in pro-
attack development of effective postattack recovery planning procedures
and management decision guidance criteria. Both would be difficult to

develop extemporaneously after an attack.

Within the scope of this discussion, the objectives of the research
In defining postattack recovery activities were:

1. To develop general concepts of models providing methods for
controllio4 and managing postattack recovery operations

2. To describe specific approaches applicable to the development
of postattack situation models

3. To indicate the si-ope and detail required for the development
uf certain models closely related to Office of Civil Defense
responsibility

The approach used to achieve the objectives was to describe a post-

attack recovery model system, its scope, and the interrelationshipe of
its eubmodels. The scope of submodels within the system was defined to
ensure that sech suboodel, developed in detail from future related re-
search effort, will function properly u part of the recovery model system.

The current status of each model of the system ts indicated In this
report, and its important input and output parameters are described.
Typical model development techniques are illustrated by exmples. A
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relationship between model outputs and management decision guidance cri-
teria for countermeasures of primary interest to OCD are established
within the current framework of model development.
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RECOVERY MDDEL SYSTEM

A recovery model system consists of four types of models defining a

postattack situation and the processes of recovery: weapon effects,

economic systems, countermeasures, and civil defense organization to

implement countermeasures. A series of submodels for each of the four
funn.tional categories of the recovery model system is listed in Table 1,

together with estimates of their respective current state of development

based on the existing knowledge of the required inputs and the current

model capalilities. In some cases, reliable inputs are not available, no
model exists, and a poor rating Is given. A fair rating indicates either

reliable inputs and no model or reliable inputs with some subsequent model

development. A good rating is keserved for fully developed models based
on reliable inputs, with expected minor improvements in the future. The

references listed are neither exhaustive nor exclusive and are intended

as a point of departure for seeking information on specific recovery model

inputs, outputs, and parameters. In the following paragraphs, the models
of the recovery system will be defined and discussed, and relationships

between some of the subr.odel compinents will be indicated. Functional

relationships among the four model types are shown in Figure 1.

Weapon Effects and Vulnerability Models

To define the nature and magnitude of the postattack recovery prob-

lem and to evaluate the relative cost and effectiveness of alternative

postattack recovery countermeasures (or systems of countermeasures), the
model system must be designed to make estimates of the degree of damage

to all elements of the system. The response of the physical parts of the

system and the operational parts of the system must be considered.
Actually, three submodels and their associated data bases are required:

1. Vulnerability of components (response of physical parts of the

system to weapon effects and the geographic location of these

parts)

2. Vulnerability of operations (lose of key personnel, delay due

to radiation exposure of personnel, delay due to bottlenecks,

etc.)

3. Variation in basic vulnerability of components and operations

3



Table 1

RECOVERY MODEL SYSTEM

Model Development Typicol
Good'Fair Poor References

Weapon effects and vulnerability models

Physical effects
Air blast 

X 1Ground shock 
X 1Thermal radiation 
X 1

Radiological effects
Radionuclide production X 2,3,4Radionuclide condensation X 2,3,4Fallout particle formation X 2,3Cloud and fallout distribution X 2,3Foliar contamination 

X 2,3,5,6Absorbed dose 
X 2,7Beta-gamma dose - plants 

X 8Plant root uptake 
X 5,9

Vulnerability
Physical damage 

X 10Radiation exposure 
X 10Variation with preattack counter-

measures 
X 10

Economic system models
Agriculturai production 

X 11Mineral production 
X 12Industrial processing 
X 12,13

Transportation X 14,15Storage and distribution 
X 14,15Utility and energy source X 14,15

Countermeasure models

Postattack
Decontamination and dose control X 3,16, 17Debris clearance and salvage 

X 18Damage repair 
X 19Medical treatment 
X 20Evacuation 

X 21
Preattack

Stockpiling 
X 22Hardening 
X 10Dispersal 
X 23

6



Table 1 (concluded)

_odel Development Typical4oo.__d Fair Poor References

Civil defense organization models o
Recovery requirements 

X 24
Recovery planning X 24

Recovery management X 23

Source: Stanford Research Institute
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Figure 1

FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
AMONG RECOVERY MODELS OF TABLE I
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because of the application of countermeasures (mainly of such
preattack preparations as protective measures and stockpiling)

The primary output of these models, when applied in damage assess-
ment studies under hypothetical nuclear war situations, would be a

summary of the kinds and amounts of recoverable resources or production
capabilities (including humans and their skills) and their locations.
The relative effect of the countermeasures would be indicated by the in-
crease in the amount of the recoverable resources when the countermeasures
are assumed to be employed. (A more complete evaluation includes the
effect of production capability on the time and rate of recovery.)

With a few exceptions, weapon models are well developed. Physical
effects models have been derived from well-documented we&pon field tests1

for use in damage assessment studies of hypothetical postattauk situations.
Radiological effects models have been derived both from weapon field test
data and from experimentally simulated weapon effects. Weapon effects and
vulnerability models, which provide parametric inputs for the three other

model types, have been described elsewhere, 1 92 and will not be discussed
further here, except in terms of their outputs.

Economic System Models

Economic system models, whose functional relationship is shown in
Figure 2, describe the current operation of the U.S. economy. The defi-
nition and scope of these models are described below to clarify the
functional boundaries for further detailed development.

1. Agricultural production--the combination of human resources
with material and energy inputs to produce raw materials used
as inputs to industrial processing. Processed agricultural

production may consist of either food items (packaged, frozen,
canned, etc.) or nonfood items (textiles, fibers, chemicals,

lumber, etc.).
2. Mineral production--the combination of human resources with

material and energy inputs to produce inanimate materials used
as Inputs to industrial processing. (All raw materials are of

either agricultural or mineral origin.)
3. Industrial processing--the combination of human resources with

material and energy inputs to produce a product.

4. Transportatlon--a vehicular system by which people or materials
are moved from one location to another.

S. Storage--the retention of a product during or between processes

in its production or distribution for consumption.

9



Figure 2

FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIP OF ECONOMIC SYSTEM MODELS

AGRICU LTURAL
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SOURCE: Stanford Reerh Institut.
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6. Distribution--the planned movement of a product to the ultimate I
consumer.

7. Utility and energy source--an input (electricity, fuel, etc.)

essential to all economic systems for conduct of theiz respect-

ive functions.

Within the above defined scope, the outputs of the economic system

model must include estimates of degraded postattack production due to

the interacticn between inputs essential for production for a range of

postattack environments. These degraded production capabilities must be

known if recovery requirements are to be met through the planned applica-

tion of countermeasures. Some of the normal inputs, parameters, and

damage criteria for the six economic system models of Table 1 are din-

cussed below.

Agricultural Production Models

Agricultural production models estimate the production potential of

the agricultural industry in the postwar period and, through other related

models, to make estimates of the contamination levels of farm produce.

Currently available models are rather simplified representations based on

average crop yields by county and on average soil properties by county.
These models require updating and extension so that other related inputs

and parameters can be taken into account in the assessments. Some inputs

and parameters are: (1) soil amendments, (2) fuel and electricity,

(3) equipment, (4) manpower, (5) fertilizers and insecticides, (6) cli-

matic factors, (7) farm management practices, (8) available shelter for

animals and humans, (9) seasonal variation of production, (10) preattack

preparations, and (11) alternate cropping sequence. Damage criteria from
weapon effects models (fire and lethal or debilitating radiation dose to

crops, animals, and humans) and countermeasure requirements (decontamina-

tion and repair) must be related to establish postattack work routines

(planting, harvesting, and animal husbandry) and for estimating potential

agricultural production in the postattack period.

Mineral Production Models

Mineral production models are used to assess the production potential

of raw materials other than agricultural production in the postattack
period. Little has been done to develop these models, although much input

data are available. Some input and parameters for these models are:
(1) fuel and electricity, (2) equipment, (3) manpower. (4) explosives, and

(5) preattack preparations. Mineral production operations are frequently

located in remote areas and some are underground. Thus, except for

11



possible shortages of some external inputs such as fuel, electricity,

and explosives, these operatlonA should be more readily recoverable than
many others. Underground facilities could also be used to provide fall-

out protection to operators and to workmen and their families. The
characteristics of mineral production do not Include the problems of
spoilage before consumption, as Is the came with agricultural products.
Some mineral fuels (petroleum, coal, natural gas) are vital inputs to
other systems and, indirectly, to themselves.

Industrial Processing Models

Industrial processing models are used to assess the effects of
nuclear attack and civil defense countermeasures and operations on the
postwar production potential of vital industries. Although industries
are similar in many respects (sen, materials, and equipment combining to

produce a product), individual differences In these inputs must be defined
in the model for each industry with respect to (1) system description

giving Input-output rates for all materials, services, and energy

(including manpower); (2) vulnerability functions for all vital system
components and variations in those functions because of protective
measures; (3) preattack preparations such as component hardening, stock-
piling of spare parts and materials, and the like; (4) applicable post-
attack recovery procedures; and (5) the data base for the current and

future systems.

Some of these models have been designed to describe the normal

functioning of the economy, and preliminary simple designs for recovery
models have been developed. 1 1 , 1 2 , 1 3 , 1 5 IkHwever, the major portion of the
recovery model development remains to be accomplished. Further develop-
went of these models, especially for the case of targeted urban areas, Is
probably the most important consideration in postattack research for the
future. Without objective assessments of the postattack recovery poten-
tial of the industrial base, assuming that agricultural production could
be achieved more readily If the minimum required industrial base were re-

coverable, no realistic evaluation can be made of postattack recovery
processes and the role of postattack countermeasures in these processes.

Because of the importance of industrial processing In the U.S.
economy, a general approach to the development of models of these indus-
tries will be given later in this section.

Transportation Models

The transportation models assess the postattack potential of these

systems to transport vital goods and people from one location to another

12
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at the times and places required in support of postattack operations and
other recovery processes. All modes of transportation are included in

the assessment. As individual systems, transportation models would be
treated in much the same way as the industrial processing models discussed
above.

Movement of goods and people can be considered in terms of flow potein-
tials across boundaries of designated geographic areas (census tracts,
counties, states, and so forth) per unit of time, with each area being a
sink or source for a specific product or manpower. Allowance for delay
times in transit across the area, or for internal processing, and serial
addition of these times, as weighted by the flow potential, should provide
a basis for estimating when specific products would reach the consumer--
for example, when flour made from wheat grown in a given county in Minne-
sota would appear at a city in the state of New York.

Storage and Distribution Models

Storage and distribution models fulfill the same function as the
Industrial processing models. However, these models are generally simpler
in that no change In the products occurrs within the models. Storage lo-
cations and distribution points would be sources of stockpiles of various
materials and products. Little formal treatment of these models has been
accomplished, except for some stockpile development and a few investigations

of local food distribution systems. 153,25

Utility and Energy Source Models

The function of the utility and energy source models is the sase as
that of the industrial processing models. Although many of these systems
(such as water) produce or deliver vital products for use and consomptiou
by humans, most also serve an support systems for other industrial pro-
cessing systems and provide vital Inputs to them. These system have
received more attention than have other systems, mainly on the premlse
that without availability and recovery of the systems (fuel, electricity,
water, communication, etc.), no other system would be operable.

Countermeasure Models

The countermeasure models listed in Table 1 that are tuactiosally
related to other types of model systems in Flgure I are a primary interest
and responuibility of the Office of Civil Defense. These models are re-
quired for the develcopment of civil defense organization models, and their
output will generatly serve either as Inputs to, or restraints on, otber

13



system models for the purpose of estimating the variation in rate of pro-
ductlon from other systems during the postattack period.

lach countermeasure model has a similarity of functional relation-
ships between inputs, internal computations, and outputs. Inputs of
situation assessment and surviving countermeasure capabilitie are related
by model computation to establish the cost-effectiveness of possible al-
ternative procedures or applications of the given countermeasure. Each

countermeasure model has a characteristic set of physical units that
describe it within the outline of model functions given in Table 2.

Some of the models are well developed (for example, decontamination
and dose control) whereas others require clearer definition of input

parameters and development of internal mathematical procedures for esti-
mating useful output information. In many instances, useful outputs have
not been defined, because virtually no research has gone into defining
quantitative relationships among countermeasures systems parameters that
apply to various postattack environments. As a first step toward a quan-
titative description of a countermeasure system, inputs, internal compu-
tation parameters, and outputs for soew countermeasure models will be
described below in greater detail. The order of description is by de-
creasing current state of model development; no attempt to rank these

models according to their Importance in postattack recovery Investigations
has been made because any combination of countermeasures, as a system, may

be required in a given postattack situation.

Decontamination and Dose Control Models

Decontamination and dose control models are used to estimate the

effectiveness and effort entailed in carrying out radiological counter-
measures io the postattack period. These models must have a means (1) to
identify the postattack enviromnents in *hich decontamination Is both
applicable and required, (2) to estimate the amount of resources consumed,
and (3) to estimate the operational effectiveness in terms of advanced

recovery times, decrease in exposure dose, or in increased production
rates at a given time. A flow diagram of a nodel to perform these functions

is shbow in Fgure 3.

Ley elements of this model are dOecontamiastoo socheduliag and target
analysis. Techniques for performing the internal model ccmetatiom functions
of these elements are currently developed to a state where they can be used.
Additonally, meet ot the Inputs to the decoetamination and dose coetrol
model can be obtained from related models or from research findings.

14



Table 2

FUNCTIONS OF POSTATTACK COUNTERMEASURE MODELS

Inputs

A. Situation Assessment

1. Preattack description of system components
2. Vulnerability functions for system components
3. Survivor requirements

B. Countermeasure Capabilities

1. Personnel required
2. Equtpment and materials required
3. Postattack capabilities

II Internal Computations (for Postattack Situation)

A. Countermeasure Costs

1. Personnel requirements - manhours, dose, skills, locations
2. Equipment and material requirements - amounts, types,

locations

B. Countermeasure Effectiveness

I. Lives saved
2. Recovery time saved
3. Radiation dose conserved
4. Production rate achieved

•III Output

A. Alternative feasible countermeasures procedures and sequenres

B. Cost of procedures for recovery management use

C. Effectiveness of procedures for recovery management use

Source: Stanford Research Institute
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Debris Clearance and Salvage Models

The debris clearance model is used to estimate the effectiveness
and effort entailed in carrying out debris clearance operations in target
areas exposed to the immediate effects (blast and thermal) of nuclear

explosion,;. Three general types of debris clearance operations need to be
considered in the postattack period: (1) early-time clearance of trans-
portation routes, (2) early-time clearance of access ways to vital facil-
ities, and (3) later removal and disposal of debris.

Only limited information has been developed on the formation and
distribution of debris from blast and fire effects and on procedures for
debris clearance. Target vulnerability functions and debris production
submodels describing the type and distribution of debris are needed to
provide inputs to the debris clearance model. These inputs must be con-
sistent with che normal sequence and characteristics of events, with
respect to debris production following weapon detonation. These events,
relative to a structure, are: (1) the structure is bathed in a thermal
flux: (2) ignition may occur at this time; (3) the blast wave envelops
the structure; (4) ignited materials may or may not continue to burn;
(5) the structure is damaged by the blast wave and the degree of collapse
and the cype avd distribution of debris depend on the blast pressure and
the cype of stracture; (6) the debris or the structure may continue to

burn, be Ignited, or be reignited; (7) upon ignition, burning may cause
further structure collapse; (8) additional debris may be cast into the
street; and (9) the volume of the debris may be reduced by further burning.

Debris clearance and debris removal effort depends on the amount and
nature of the debris and on available clearance and removal equipment.
In general, debris that has been reduced to rubble is the easiest to re-
move whereas large steel members of semicollapsed structures are the most
difficult. The location of debris (on site or off site) is important in
estimating effort requirements for early-time debris clearance activities
and is a basic parameter of the internal model computations. The char-
acteristics of a debris clearance model are shown in the flow diagram of
Figure 4.

Salvage models apply to useful material and equipment in damaged

areas and the removal of this material and equipment to other areas of
need. Salvaged materials and equipment obtained from debris clearance
activities may expedite or make possible the repair or replacement of

damaged critical items. The salvage model would provide estimates of the
effort required (men, materials, equipment) to use surviving material's
and equipment at the same site or another site to help meet the require-

ments of damage repair.

17



Figure 4

DEBRIS CLEARANCE MODEL

FROM WEAPON MODEL

S-im

TO
RECOVERY
PLANNING

SOURCE: Stanford Research Institute.
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Damage Repair Models

Damage repair models are used to estimate the manpower, equipment,
and supplies needed to repair damaged facilities. Structural repair re-
quirements may be similar for many facilities in the same sense that de-
contamination and debris clearance are widely applicable. However, repair
requirements for recovery of industrial production are facility- or
Industry-oriented and depend on operational characteristics of components
in terms of their sensitivity to the effects of nuclear weapons. Opera-
tional characteristics of facilities and industries vary so widely that
weapon effects vulnerability functions are needed for specific facility,
component, and equipment.

Some industries have been assessed for their vulnerability to weapon
effects, but many more must be considered before the postattack production
potentials of even a limited number of essential survival items can be
evaluated. A flow diagram for a damage repair model is shown In Figure 5.
This presentation of the model functions is in general terms, recognizing
that facility-oriented models in much greater detail will be needed.

Medical Treatment Models

Medical treatment models provide estimates of the effectiveness and
effort of countermeasures for administering medical treatment to the sur-
vivors in the postattack period. Treatment for specific weapon effects
injuries is well understood, and if treatment capabilities are available,
the methods can be effectively given to a limited number of patients.
However, in the early postattack period, when the patient-to-doctor ratio
may be very high in some areas, it is possible that the management of
medical treatment could be improved through the use of models for estima-
ting medical treatment requirements. Some input, output, and other
parameters for these models are: (1) injury from direct weapon effects
on people, (2) injury from environmental damage (structure collapse,
missiles, fire), (3) injury from radiation exposure, (4) illness and in-
jury not related to the attack, (5) resource requirements (skills, supplies,
facilities) for treatment of injured survivors, (6) resources (medical
supply stockpiles, hospitals) available to meet needs of survivors, and
(7) degraded treatment procedures and triage techniques to permit the most
timely use of surviving resources.

Some of the relationships that need to be established among weapon
effects injuries, communicable diseases, chronic ailments, and treatment
requirements are shown in Figure 6. The model must be able to estimate
stochastic medical treatment requirements, mostly for weapon effects in-
juries at early postattack times and for control of epidemics of
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Figure 5

DAMAGE REPAIR MODEL

FROM DAMAGE ASSESSMENT MODEL

TO RECOVERY PLANNING

SOURCE: Stanford Resorch Institute.
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communicable diseases at later times while providing chronic or routine

treatment to the extent possible at all times.

Evacuation Models

Evacuation models are used to examine the cost-effectiveness of

operations in which human or material resources are moved. Evacuation of

people may be for their initial survival; however, this action also includes

the sustenance of the evacuees as well as their integration into the sur-

viving economic and social structure at their destination.

Studies of evacuation (or remedial movement) have been made for

several phases of nuclear attack. These studies have been concerned with

specific time periods before, during, and after attack without considera-

tion of later activities of the evacuees. Some inputs and parameters of

these models are: (1) location and types of threats to the surviving

population, such as fire, radiation, starvation and thirst, exposure to

elements, sickness, and injury; (2) surviving evacuation capabilities,

such as personnel, equipment, and supplies available; and (3) destination

requirements for short term needs, such as medical treatment, feeding, and

housing, or long term integration of evacuees, such as manpower utilization

for recovery and continued production, economic self-support, and social

coalescence.

Expected outputs of these models are: (1) alternative evacuation

procedure costs, (2) number of evacuees at old and new locations, and

(3) cost-effectiveness of alternative evacuation procedures (materials or

man-hours prr life saved or unit of increased production - or all).

Preattack Preparation Models

Preattack preparation models provide quantitative estimates for pre-

attack preparation requirements for stockpiling, hardening, and dispersing

material resources that may be in short supply in the early postattack

period. These models would be used to examine the requirements and effect-

iveness of these countermeasures in recovery processes and, where feasible,

to provide cost-effectiveness information for preattack planning. The

model details would consider reductions in vulnerability and the consequent

increase in resources for these countermeasures.

The preattack preparation models should also provide information on

the character and size of the organization needed to manage the counter-

measures.
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Civil Defense Organization Models

Civil defense organization models consist of the recovery require-
ment models, recovery planning models, and recovery management models.
These three models are used to coordinate the outputs of all other re-
covery system models and to supply feedback Information an operational
constraints. The scope of these models is defined briefly below.

Recovery Requirement Models

Recovery requirement models identify the systems that must be re-
covered and provide estimates of the minimum production requirements,
including the latest time after attack when the system must be operable.
The criteria, or model constraints, include individual and aggregate needs
for continued survival of the population (healthy people and casualties)
as minimum requirements and those imposed for support of national goals
(for example, military requirements).

Typical inputs and parameters are number, location, and status of
survivor groups; essential survival items and their necessary and desirable
consumption rates; and surviving stockpiles of these items.

Recovery Planning Models

The functions of the recovery planning models are to estimate the
feasibility of recovery operations, to develop alternative plans and
schedules for feasible operations, and to provide operating information
for use in selection of plans by management.

Formalized recovery planning methods have been developed only for
radiological recovery operations (as decontamination manuals, and so forth).
Similar formalizations are needed for other postattack recovery operations
and for postattack countermeasure systems. The detailed methods, however,
may require some degree of alteration and adjustment to accept inputs
from the recovery requirement models. The recovery planning models are
concerned with the details of data processing that would be carried out
as staff functions of a civil defense organization concerned with opera-
tional planning. The original inputs consist of damage assessment data
that would be obtained from damage assessment models for research, but
under attack conditions would be obtained from observation reports.

Recovery Management Models

Recovery management models are used to assess the relative effective-
ness of alternative postattack recovery plans and operations and to develop
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decision guidance and organizational characteristics for the management

of postattack operations. These models will accept inputs from all other

models and exercise them, using various assumed kinds and weights of
attack and assumed postures of alternative feasible postattamck counter-

measure systems.

Outputs from these models should lead to sets of production rate

curves for assessing the relative effectiveness of recovery routines, the
gross cost of postattack countermeasures relative to the cost of other

countermeasures, the gross size and composition of a postattack recovery

force, support requirements for countermeasure systems (information,
communications, equipment, supplies, and manpower), command and control

requirements, description of system bottlenecks, and requirements of pre-
attack preparations for making the recovery of specified postattack

situations feasible.

Parameter Limits of Models

Each model described above is functionally limited in scope by its

interface mith associated supporting models as shown in Figure 1. The
principal reason for this defined limitation is to permit a systematic
development of each specific model without carrying postattack research
to an unmanageable degree of complexity in which every parameter depends

on all others with no limit of variability.

Within any model, each parameter has limiting values. For economic

system models and preattack preparation models, these limits are related
to the physical characteristics of system components that determine the
overpressure at which either destruction or no damage occurs, the thermal
radiation flux at which fires start, or the exposure dose at which opera-

tions are either unrestricted or impossible at a given time. Postattack

countermeasure model parameters describing performance characteristics
are also limited by physical effects on men, equipment, and materials.

These limitations, In turn, limit the recovery that may be achieved in a

given time. On the other hand, a conservative application of postattack

countermeasures would tend to be limited by the scheduling requirements

for production recovery. The scheduling of production recovery for
economic system components and operations is therefore a major concern it

postattack recovery planning and management.
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GENERAL APPROCH T0 MODEL DESIGN AND DEVZLOFUENT

One approach to the design of recovery system models (with special
reference to the industrial processing models) is discussed In this
section. The model development techniques that Include linear flow
diagrams, description of elements, and expanded flow network lead to
models of operational systems. As examples, water and bread system are
outlined and described by using these techniques. A flow diagram for
utilities, an important If not essential input to all Industrial process
models, is shown in Figure 7.

Linear Flow Diagram

The Initial representation of any given system for model development
is a simplified flow diagram. Such a diagram consists of a series of
boxes that Illustrate the linear sequence of flow of major elemnts
(materials, products, energy, and so forth) along the main path of move-
sent through the system. Each box carries the title of a major element
or a major process that may or may not be composed of several minor
elements and processes.

D•scription of Ilmeonts

Major elemnts and processes for each box in the flow diagram, as
well as the composition of minor elements, are identified and described
as to kind, mount, properties, specifications, flow rate trom box to box,
delay times, exchange rates (in terms of entry into the system), and
other factors considered important In the operation of the system.

Expanded Plow Xetwork

The simplified flow diagram and the doecriptiou of elemuts provides
the basic framework for developing a system network that links all the
various elements into a coatimuism working system. The eqansion imludes
subsystem and subelemest networks required to illustrate the processes
and their supporting systems.
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Operational System Models

The major system models consist of mathematical descriptions of the

operations and the logistical aspects of each element of the system.

Essentially, this effort includes the collection and reconstitution of

data required for description of the elements, as given above. The

descriptions are formulated so that vulnerability functions can be applied

in dpmage assessment computations for making estimates of changes iaz

various input and output parameters, in addition to the loss in capacity

itself given above.

In practice, the operational models are developed for a given type

of system with "open" inputs and outputs to resources, support systems,

or other systems. These inputs are closed when other models are developed

In sequence or by damage assessment data when an attack condition is

applied.

Model Design for Water and Bread Systems

Processing model flow diagrams have been outlined for two systems--

water and bread. The bakery element, as a subsystem to the bread network,

is described in some detail as part of the second example.

Water System

A linear flow diagram for the major functional elements of a water

system is shown in Figure 8, with a listing of component minor elements

vhose specific functions are described in Table 3. Aa expauded system

network for water, showing the source of minor elements, is given in

Figure 9. A typical water treatment subsystem network is shown In

Figure 10, and daily per capita requirements for water are given for

normal and emergency conditions in Table 4. These figures and tables

define the operating characteristics of the normal water syst*m on which

the effects of a nuclear attack can be superimposed.

Vulnerability models for the water system components can be generated

from information on the sensitivity of the water system component to

nuclear weapon effects such as that given In Table S. Vulnerability

functions in the case of blast damage would consist of the overpreesure
at whtch specific components fa.l. For a specified attack, the over-

pressures at all water system co*.ponent locations could be computed from

weapon effets models. The type and uember of undamaged, damaged, and

destroyed component. may then be summarligd, and the recovery requirements

may be estlated in terms of repaired or replaced components, with asso-

ciated Inputs of material, labor, and equileent.
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Table 3

DESCRIPTION OF WATER SYSTEM ELEMENTS

Source

Surface: Runoff from rain and snow melt--lakes, reservoirs
Ground: Natural springs, wells, infiltration galleries
Rain: Not widely used--domestic systems

Collection; Transport

On Surface: Lakes, conduits, pumping stations, reservoirs-dams

In Ground: Wells, pumps--6- to 24-inch diameter, 50 to 3,000 gpm
Transmission: Canals, tunnels, pipes
Pumping stations: Electric motors, automatic operation

Treatment

Screens: Bars for coarse materials
Plain Sedimentation: 1 to 10 hours for 50 to 80 percent suspended

solid removal
Chemical Sedimentation: Flocculating agents--alum
Filtration: Bacteria-free water--sand filters, anthracite filters
Disinfection: Chlorine
Aeration: Taste and odor removal--spraying, charcoal absorption

Softening: Zeolite--hardness removal
Medication: Fluoridation

Storage and Distribution

Tanks--elevated and ground storage

Piping system--low pressure, high pressure
Demand and pressure control

Sources: Stanford Research Institute and Reference 26
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Figure 9

EXPANDED NETWORK FOR A WATER SYSTEM
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Table 4

PER CAPITA REQUIREMENTS PER DAY FOR WATER

Consumption
(gal/man-day)

Water Use Normal Emergency

Drinking and cooking 4 4

Laundry 6 1

Bathing 5 1

Toilet 5 2

Other domestic 40 2

Total 60 10a

a n 1/6 normal total

Source: Reference 26
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Table 5

SENSITIVITY OF WATER SYSTEM COMPONENTS
TO NUCLEAR WEAPON EFFECTS

Fire
Blast (Thermal) Fallout

1 psi Structures Operators
> Elevated tank roofs Equipment Water contamination

Glass chlorinator chambers Supplies

Chlorine feeder components Forests

2 psi
Elevated tanks

Tower-type aerators
Chemical storage and feeding

equipment

3 psi
Structures housing equipment
Home service connections

Pumps, motors, and controls
damaged by flying debris

4 psi
Tanks, standpipes overturned
Coagulation equipment
Grit conveyers and supports

6 psi
Ground storage tank roofs
Filters

15 psi
Chlorine storage cylinders

Heavy pumping equipment

- Ion exchange equipment
Ground-level tanks

25 psi
Underground sand-filter
galleries

Sources: Stanford Research Institute and Reference 26
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Vulnerability functions for fire damage to water system would re-

late the thermal flux computed from weapons effects models to the fire

susceptibility of system components (principally structures) at a given

location. However, because of the probabilistic nature of fire ignition

and spread, vulnerability functions for fire damage could not be as con-

sistently defined as blast damage. Vulnerability functions for fallout

effects on the water system would relate fallout characteristics at a

given location estimated from a fallout model to water contamination and

exposure doses to operators.

Bread System and Bakery Subsystem

An important reason for studying the bread system and its recovery

in the early postattack period is the potential use of bread as a dietary

expedient. About a pound of bread, three times the normal daily per

capita consumption, could provide the energy, protein, and carbohydrate

requirements shown below.

Energy Percent of Daily Requirement

(calories) Protein Calcium Carbohydrate

1,300 67 67 100

The normal preattack operating characteristics of the bread system

are given in Figures 11 and 12. Vulnerability models and functions are

derived from the component sensitivity listing in Table 6 in the manner

described for water systems.

Normal characteristics of the operation of a bakery are illustrated

by the flow diagram in Figure 13. A modern bakery of average capacity

produces 100,000 pounds of bread a day, which provides the normal daily

bread consumption for about 365,000 people. Significant input resources

are raw and processed materials, labor, facilities, and utilities. The

quantities of ingredients used are approximately proportional to the

quantity of bread produced, and to the number of man-hours required in

most labor categories.

Estimates of specific rates and capacities for the input resources

to a bakery are given in Table 7 on the basis of unit output and an

assumed output capacity of 100,000 pounds of bread a day. The nature of

the processing equipment requires a larger specific input rate for util-

ities for less than normal capacity production. Larger specific input

rates would occur in situations where any production process of the

system does not operate at Its normal capacity. (An extreme case would

be the use of a 50,000-pound capacity oven to bake one loaf of bread.)
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Figure 12

EXPANDED NETWORK FOR A BREAD SYSTEM r -i
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Table 6

SENSITIVITY OF BREAD SYSTEM COMPONENTS
TO NUCLEAR WEAPONS EFFECTS

Fire
Blast (Thermal) Fallout

Structures Structures People

Equipment Equipment Animals

Fixtures Supplies Crops

Supplies Animals

Utilities Crops

Transportation

.ource: Stanford Research Institute
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Figure 13

BREAD SUBSYSTEM NETWORK FO R BAKERIES
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Table 7

ESTIMA-TES OF SPECIFIC RATES AND CAPACITIES FOR
THE INPUT RESOURCES OF A TYPICAL BAKERY

Pounds of Bread per Pounds Needed per

Input Pound of Input 10 Pound Bread

Materials
Flour 1.85 54,000

Water 2.78 36,000 (-4,500 gal)
Yeast 100. 1,000
Salt 100. 1,000

Sugar 33.3 3,000
Skim milk solids 33.3 3,000
Other ingredients 33.3 3,000

Pounds of Bread per Workers per 10'
Man-Day Pound Bread

Labora,b
Bakers 825 121
Foremen 4,970 20
Delivery men 918 110
Packers and wrappers 2,210 45
OperativescC 1,460 68
Laborersc 6,640 15
Truck drivers 5,220 19
Mechanics 7,440 14

Other workers 516 190

Total 602

Pounds of Bread per Units per l0ý
Unit Day Pound Bread

Facilities
Floor area

Bakery -- 100,000 sq ft

Warehouse -- 25,000 sq ft

Pneumatic flour binsd - 15
Mixersb 50,000 2
Kneading, shaping, and panning

machinesb 72,000 2
Ovensb 50,000-100,000 1-2
Slicers and wrappers 50.000 2

Utilit.ese
Water (cooling, heating, and humidifying)
Electricity (machinery motors and lighting)
Gas (ovens)

a These workers also produce perhaps another 100,000 pounds of nonbread
bakery products.

b Sixteen-hour day of two shifts is assumed.
r c Not elsewhere classified.

d Storage of perhaps 750, 000 pounds of flour, or about a 15-day supply.
e Rates not known in detail but must operate above facilities.

Sou rcu: St.inord Rusoar'h Institute and Reference 27.
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Qualitative descriptions of damage or hazards from nuclear weapon effects
and potential countermeasures for use against these effects are presented
in Table 8 for a number of bakery subsystem components. The quaLzitative

detail needed for planning and implementing the countermeasures would be
part of the input data used in the development of the recovery model system.
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Table 8

NUCLEAR ATTACK CONSEQUENCE AND APPLICABLE COUNTERMEASURES FOR THE BAKERY SUBSYSTEM

Thermal and Secondary
Primary Ignition and

Blast Ignition Fire Spread Fallout Rapidio Shutdown Countermeasures

Facilities

Structures

Process Direct damage Direct Denial Hardening; decon;

Bakery Missiles & debris Direct Damage Debris clearance

Office (if separate) Missiles & debris Direct Damage Denial Debris clearance

Warehousing

Flour storage Missiles & debris Direct Damage Denial Debris clearance

Process equipment

Continuous

Kneading, shaping, & panning Alternate method

Ovens Harding

Slicers Minor missile ad hi Cleanup Alternate method

Wrappers damage arpe sachnes problem Alternate meth I

Batch

Mixers Alternate method
Support equipment

Materials

Inputs

Unprocessed raw materials
Water (see under utilities)

Semiprocessed raw materials

Flour Dust explosion Contamination Closed containers

Yeast Growth & spoilage

Salt Contamination Closed rontsiners

Sugar Contamination Closed containers

Skim milk solids

Other ingredients

Utilities

Electricity Break drops Short circuits Hot sirts Shutdown

Gas Break drop. 1gni ion of leaks Leaks Shutdown

Water Break drops Leaks Shutdown

Fuel
Process materials

Grease Gr6ase fire ti "s.eup

Supplies
Office supplies

Cleaning supplies

Outpu
t

$

Finished products
Bread (loaf)

Other bakery products

Semiprocessei products

Partly baked

Products

By-products

Waste products
Defective product

Usual wastes

People

saployees wounds Burns Burns Radiation Shelter, training
sickness Jnchangeable lobs

ushers

Del iverymen
Foremen (above notes apply to all people)

Packers & wrappers

Other operatives

Mechanics

Nonesployeos

FDA inspector

Source: Stanford Research Institute
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RECOVERY MANAGEMENT CONCEPTS AND RELATED MODEL DETAILS

Recovery Management Concepts

The information derived from applying the models to a range of

attack situations and alternative countermeasure systems is needed to

develop specific definitions of management functions and requirements.

These functions and requirements are: 2 3 (1) situation assessment,
(2) communications, (3) data processing, (4) specification of recovery

requirements, (5) development of recovery plans and schedules, (6) de-

cision guidance on plan selection, and (7) supervision and control of
the recovery operations. The design features of the three civil de-

fense organization models previously described include the consideration

of these requirements and functions. Further, the models are so con-
structed that each functional representation corresponds to the actual

operational functions of management. For example, in the research case,

the situation assessment data would be supplied by other model computa-
tions, whereas in an operational case, the situation assessment data

would be obtained from observation and status reports to the management

organization.

The sequence of model application to describe postattack recovery

starts with the situation assessment from the output of a damage assess-
ment model, which provides computed indications of the status of survivors
in terms of numbers and locations. The recovery requirements model uses

these data in conjunction with machine-stored data on (1) all essential
survival items and their expected consumption rates (physical units per

day per survivor) and (2) stockpile-consumption relationships to make

estimates of the times at which the production of essential items must be
recovered. The recovery planning model also uses damage assessment data,
which are combined with information (as a data base) on various counter-

measures to generate alternative preattack preparation and postattack

recovery plans. The outputs from both models are then used to select the

feasible alternatives for implementation decisions by management.

The decision guidance information that can be derived from the re-

covery management model would be based on the results of feasibility
analyses of the various recovery plans. The cost-effectiveness analyses

would consider costs in terms of capital investments and maintenance for
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the preattack preparations and in terms of other units of measure, such as

manpower (number, skills, man-hours), equipment (amount, type, equipment-

hours), materials (amount and type), and radiation dose (to both counter-

measure and mission personnel) for the postattack recovery period.

The effectiveness of a postattack countermeasure system, while

generally related to its capability for improving the environment or the

feasibility of recovery, may be measured in physical perfornance units

for specific countermeasures and in such terms as lives eaved, reduction

in radiation dose, reduction in recovery time, and increase in the rate at

which the production of goods is recovered for a countermeasure system.

It is conceivable that, for the possible range in postattack enviromnents

and recovery situations, combinations of the two will result in some

cases where the recovery is cost-limited and effectiveness-limited. In

other cases, the cost-effectiveness ratios may be used for direct com-

parison and selection of the best available set of countermeasures and

consistent (and compatible) procedures for allocating available resources.

A recovery management model can be developed functionally from a
range of outputs of the recovery planning model. Selection of a recovery

plan, based on feasibility and cost-effectiveness, must meet the recovery

requirements derived from the outputs of the requirements and planning

models (in which the major constraints are the operational limitations of

the countermeasures, the production rate of essential commodities needed

to sustain survivors, and the capabilities of the survivors to recover

and operate the facilities at the indicated levels). The scope and detail

of the organizational structure required to implement the selected (or

derived) plan can also be determined from the functional requirements of

the recovery task.

Recovery Requirements Model Details

As the first step in developing the three models that will describe

a civil defense organization, some of the equations for the internal com-

putations of the recovery requirements model have been derived and applied
to the food system. The following discussion focuses on the model functions

that describe the basic relationships among consumption rates of essential

survival commodities, stockpiles, production recovery times, and counter-

measure scheduling.

The items essential for survival have been designated by the Office

of Energency Planning under seven major categories and are listed in

Table 9. Systems that produce and distribute these items would be in-

cluded in the model systems for deriving recovery requirements for the

early postattack period. The list of survival items may show items that
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I
Table 9

SURVIVAL ITEMS

1. Health supplies and equipment

a. Pharmaceuticals
b. Blood collecting and dispensing supplies
c. Emergency surgical instruments and supplies
d. Biologicals
e. Surgical textiles
f. Laboratory equipment and supplies

2. Food

a. Milk group
b. Meat and meat alternate group
c. Vegetable-fruit group
d. Grain products
e. Fats and oils
f. Sugars and syrups

g. Food adjuncts

3. Body protection and household operations

a. Clothing
b. Personal hygiene items
c. Household equipment

4. Electric power and fuels

a. Electric power
b. Petroleum products
c. Gas
d. Solid fuels

5. Sanitation and water supply

a. Water
b. Water supply materials
c. Chemical, biological, and radiological (CBR) detection, pro-

tection, and decontamination items
d. Insect and rodent control items
e. General sanitation

6. Emergency housing and construction materials and equipment

7. General use items

Source: Reference 28
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are not required for simple survival. It can be shortened if the capa-

bility to produce becomes limited after attack, or to emphasize certain

types of items.

To indicate how the recovery requirements model parameters are re-

lated to those of the industrial models, some of the parameters and basic

relationships for the industrial models are discussed in the following

paragraphs. A summary of the parameter designators used in the discussion

is given in Table 10.

The average or instantaneous rate of change in any of the parameters

is designated with a dot over the designator; thus dO /dt is represented
i

by 0i. For any defined industrial system, a finite number of parameters

and relationships exist; thus, there are m survival items or commodities,

n resources or materials, p processes or types of equipment, and r inputs

other than people or materials. In general, it is convenient to number

the processes in reverse order of occurrence (i.e., from last to first).

According to the notation, each of several forms of a commodity (e.g.,

fresh milk, dried milk, skim milk, etc.) would be given a separate i

number (or j number if it is an input to a process). The designations

may be expanded for application to specific conditions; thus the output

rate of commodity i from process k would be designated Oik"

ik aijk kjk (1)

Oik bik Nk (2)

ik e ikt Ak (3)

0ik = ik i k (4)

in which a b ,e el- and £ k are production coefficients for normal

operating cUnditions 0 Othe system. For small variations in the parameters,

the coefficients may be considered as constants. Since all four equations

* See Brown13 and Billheimer15 for comparison as to notation
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I
TABLE 10

SUMMARY OF RECOVERY REQUIREMENT AND

INDUSTRIAL MODEL PARAMETER DESIGNATORS

I Commodity or survival item in the specific form in which it is

consumed (e.g., fresh milk, dried milk, canned peas, gasoline, etc.)

Material resource input to a process: raw, semi-processed, or a

consumer commodity i

k Frocess or equipment required as one step in the production of

commodity i

L Input other than a material resource or people

m Arbitrarily selected number of commodities I

n Number of resources or materials

p Number of processes or types of equipment k involved in the pro-

duction of commodity I

r Number of inputs £ involved in the production of commodity I

0i Magnitude of the output of commodity I

R Magnitude of the input of resource (material) j

Pk Capacity level for process or equipment

Nk Number of people associated with process k

IL Magnitude of an input I other than a material resource or people

Ci Amount of commodity I that is consumed

ci Amount of commodity I consumed per person

N Total number of people or consumers of commodity I

Ei Inventory of the ith commodity at any time

Production coefficients relating four production limiting parameters
to the production rate, O6, of commodity I:

a lk for physical material inputs RJk

bLk for the number of people Nk

e for inputs iLk other than material or peopleelLk

eik for the capacity level Pk of process or equipment k
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Table 10 (concluded)

0
o Number of overhead or non-operative persons associated with the

production of commodity i

a Number of overhead persons per operating person ior process kik

Excess of input I per unit of input I normally associated with

process k

0 Potential final output of commodity when all 4 nventory in process

is used

t Consumption delay time (raw material to consumer)

t Production time for commodity i in process k
iii

t Distribution or delay time for commodity i

t Storage time for commodity IIs

T Average consumption delay timeI

E Inventory of commodity I at the start of the postattack periodEI

T Time after start of the postattack period

0 0
Ti Time after start of the postattack period when Z. = 0

Source: Stanford Research Institute
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must 1( •atisfied before a value of 0 or 6 is realized, the value of
ik ik

R.ký'k, S k'I and .k giving the lowest value of Oik in reality establishes

the maximum value Oik.

For a 40-hour week operaticn without breakdown, the value of ¢tk' by

iefý-Aition, would be 40/168 or 0.24; its average value might be less

where occasional breakdowns occurred and repair time interrupted produc-

tion. The maximum potential output for continuous operation would thus he

controlled by Equation (4) with an ¢ik value of one. This equation could

also control the maximum potential output under postattack conditions. If

the facility equipment is destroyed, 'k is zero and Oik is zero. If the

equipment is damaged but is reparable, then the value of €ik is reduced

(and may be zero until some degree of repair is achieved).

Under normal operating conditions, the number of people associated

with the production of a commodity in one or more processes is larger than

those associated with the processes; it is convenient to relate the number
of these overhead persons. Nit in proportion to the number of operating

people so that:

n oppor >ikNk byk

k-1

whv-• C3 1Kis a proportionality constant for a given process. The total
number of people for normal operation to then given by:

P
Ni= •(I + ai)N (6)

ii

In poitattack or other situations of ampower shortage, consideration

can be givon to deireag the overhead staff to make better use of the

facilite•s.

Also, in most operations, some of the utility Inputs are larger than

these required for production. Aain, It is convenient to consider these
excess Inputs as fractional increases over the amounta required for pro-

ductive needs. The total input requirement of I is then given by:

p
ta + 0')1

k19k
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in which Otk is a proportionality constant for a given process (and input).

In many production systems of more than one process, the output of

one process becomes an input to a successive process; if the commodity i

numbering system is in order of the processes, then Rik for one process is

equal to 0 (i + 1)(k + 1) of the previous process (otherwise i = i + x
and k = k' 4, y where x and y are matrix translation numbers from one system

to another),

The potential final output of commodity i at a given time from a

series of processes where the output of one is an input to a succeeding

process is given by:

A
0,i oik (8)

k=l

0 * a R (9)
i h.ijk jk

k=l

The inventory (stockpile) of the material or resource inputs at any
time is defined by Rj or, if the same resource is used in more than one

process, by:
P

Rj = R (10)
kffi

k= 1

The inventory (stockpile) of the commodity i (an input) at any time

is defined by:

E, = 0 -c (11)

The above two inventory definitions were selected to facilitate
accommodation to the recovery requirements model. The inventory nf the
resource j would indicate, through integration of Equation (1), the maxi-

mum potential output of commodity I if the other inputs are provided and
the inventory is not replaced. The inventory for the commodity I probably
could also be defined as O1 but since a time delay between production and
coasumption occurs, It is convenient to define the inventory as the amount
available for consumption at a given time. In other words, the inventory
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Rj would represent the stockpiles directly available for processing,

whereas the inventory Ei would represen-. the stockpiles in the distribu-

tion chain or supply system between the points of production and consump-

tion.

If the production times, tik, time of delivery (or transport), tid,
and the storage time, tt for a commodity are known, the product delivery

lead time (or consumption delay time), ti, can be estimated from:

t =I tjk + tid + tis (12)

k=l

In general, tI would have a range of values mainly because of the

possible variations in tid and t i. Maximum values of ti would be expected

to be limited by the storage life of perishable goods or by the marketing

cycle of goods. Minimum values of ti would be expected to be limited by

the time required to transport the commodity to consumers with a minimum

of storage time. An overall average value of ti for the delivery lead

time of the commodity I that is being produced and consumed at a constant

rate dE = 0) for an area may be estimated from:

- 0 + EL
t = i+ (13)

Consumption and Stockpile Depletion Relationships

Per capita consumption rates for survival items can be determined in
two ways: (1) by prorating the preattack annual production over the pop-

ulation and (2) by analyzing individual survivor requirements. The first

is useful for investigating recovery potential on a national basis and

testing whether items can be supplied at normal consumption rates as a

desirable goal. The second would be used to evaluate recovery sequences

at the minimum feasibility level of production.

If Equation (11) is evaluated at the end time of a nuclear war (or at

the start of the postattack period) under the simplified condition that 6
is zero, then 0t in that equation is a constant, say EO. Equation (11)

can be rewritten as:

E1 a E - Ni'r (14)

in which is assumed to be constant and Ti is the time after attack.

Another way of stating the rewrite of Equation (11) is that at rI equal
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zero, the total consumption, C,, is zero so that O0 at that time is equal

to Ei (and designated E I), the inventory of commodity 1. The time Ti at

which Ei becomes zero for a given number of consumers (i.e., survivors)

may be represented by: T°- E--L 0l

If the area considered is large enough, It should be expected that,

for some commodities, the output from undamaged facilities could be realized

from the stockpiles R. And, where this production took place such that
0OJ
Ti • t, then the potential consumption timp would be represented by:

E + O0
T° 0 (16)

t Nic

where

0, alj Rk (17)

k-1

The production system for a given survival item can be illustrated by

S~a flow diagram that designates the steps or processes through which a raw

material passes to the consumer. A generalized flow diagram that applies

for many survival items from raw material to consumption is shown in

Figure 14. Equations (16) and (17) represent the initial stages of the

recovery process where the production from undamaged facilities is resumed

even though at the Initial stages the contribution from these facilities

is considered only In terms of extending the potential consumption (or

survival) time.

The value of T 0 by Equation (16) Is valid only if the entire inventory

in the process chain can be depleted by consumption through supplying the

inputs to the p processes. In recovery planning, where a number of sur-

vival items are competing for a supply-limited production Input, the in-

put may have to be allocated among the items (at least initially). This

allocation may either eliminate some of the potential supplies from the

earlier processing steps or decrease the amounts processed or both. De-

gradations in supplies and production capabilities resulting from weapon

effects would be included In the estimate of the Rk values. The recovery-

degraded consumption-time is also represented by Equations (16) and (17),

where p is the number of processes (starting with the last one in the

chain) actually used. The value of Rik may be less than for normal opera-

tions because the allocation of an Input I to the kth process in reduced.

The value of Rjk is zero If the production capability of any process after

the kth process (i.e., the process numbered k-1, counting from the last one

in the chain) is zero. In other words, the output constraints not by

Equation (1) through (4) still hold.
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Figure 14

TYPICAL FLOW DIAGRAM FOR PRODUCT i THROUGH 11 PROCESSES

Process k

J SUPPLYING
RAW MATERIALS

10 [TRANSPORTATION]
9 PRODUCTION

8 TRANSPORTATION1

7 PROCESSING

I -

6 TRANSPORTATION1

5 WHOLESALE SIGE

I I

4 TRANSPOR=TATION

3 RETAIL STORAGE

2 TRANSPORTATIO7N

I ....CONsu ,o

SOURCE: Stanford Research Institute.
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Stockpile Use and Recovery

The full use of the stockpiles of all commodities, as indicated by

Equations (16) and (17), would require the allocation of available inputs

(some of which may also be commodities). In addition, the facilities for

the indicated processing steps must be available. The recovery require-

ments model thus must include procedures for identifying the required

facilities, the times when their production capability should be recovered,

the time when the inputs should be recovered or made available, and a

summary of the allocation requirements for the inputs.

The potential supply of commodity i, as represented by Rjk in

Equation (17), can only be obtained by supplying resource inputs (man-

hours, kwh, and so forth) to inventories in each process k in sufficient

quantities to carry the product through p processes to the consumer.

(At this point, the problem is one of recovery rather than only of sur-

vival.) The magnitude of the input I required to complete the process k

in the production of the commodity i is given by Equation (3). In the

case of food, the coefficient eiki will be physical units of the consumable

edible product I in process k per unit of input •.

The total input requirements for the full use of the inventory Rij

for m survival items distributed among p processes is:

mI ~ a2 Sijk R (18)

I=l k-l lik

In the case where the inventory for the input I Is less than I from

Equation (18), then, where aijk# eikW, and m are fixed, either p or Rjk

(or both) must be reduced to conform to the available value of Its

Or, an additional capacity of It must be recovered.

The rate at which the input L must be supplied to maintain the

commodity stockpiles from all processes and at the level OIj is given by:

m p a
it e '2 : _ Rjk (19)

1-1 kal IkA

which Is simply the differential of Equation (18) with respect to time.

In general, a given number of Inputs are required In the k processes

to produce each commodity. Thus, a matrix of I1 or 11 parameters exists

for each set of the k processes. And, for any combination or series of
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processes and inputs where I, or is zero, no product will be obtained

from the kth process [as specified by Equation (3)]. Hence, if r inputs
are needed, all must be supplied or the process cannot be carried out.

A three dimensional matrix for the production variables among inputs,
products, and processes (designated as an inventory utilization matrix)
is shown in Figure 15. As each form of the final product i across the
front face moves vertically through processes k, inputs j and L must be
supplied at each process. The matrix can be expanded to include feedback
loops and exchanges for cases where products are inputs to processes or
where an input product could pass through process k with required inputs

from itself.

In the early postattack period, the actual survival time on a national

scalf without recovery efforts is represented by Equation (15) or
Equations (16) and (17) for k=l. In general, the readily available stock-

piles of the survival items would probably be used to recover inputs for
the final processing step (k=2) of the items, since this step should re-

quire the minimum expenditure of supplies and energy to increase the
apparent stockpile. Further, the last step process would always be re-
quired before the product would be available to consumers. Thus, the
recovery of the inputs and facilities should proceed over time in reverse
order of the processing steps (i.e., in order of increasing k numbers).
The priority in order of recovery could be established on the basis of the0
T values from Equation (15), the processing times (or lead times from theIkth process), and the facility recovery time. The minimum input capacity

of each kind for all survival items that needs to be recovered to sustain
the N consumers is given by:

m p

i = I 9 (20)

i=l kul ik,

where Equation (20) represents the minimum equilibrium supply rate for

each input in the k processes for all survival commodities that is consis-
tent with the survival requirements defined by:

N T 0 ~ (21)i )

If the sums indicated by Equation (20) are evaluated in Increasing
order of the k values for each i and in the order of the I values according0

to the order of the T values from Equation (15), the order of recovery
requirements of each input £ may be estimated. The accumulated sums would
Indicate the input needs during the initial stages of recovery for each
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Figure 15

INVENTORY UTILIZATION MATRICES
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commodity and process; for each Increasing value of k (for a given

commodity), the evaluation of Equation (20) should provide a stepwise
requirement for the recovery of the input 1.

The minimum product delivery lead time for each successive step is

given by Equation (12). When facility (or transport) recovery must be
achieved to meet production and distribution needs, however, an additional
delay may result from radiological recovery operations or repair of dam-
aged facilities. These recovery needs will be evidenced by lack of inputs
in resources, manpower, utilities, and facilities. If the maximum addi-
tional delay resalting from any cause other than processing, transport,
and storage is designated as AtikL, then the maximum recovery lead time
for each successive stage in the recovery of the output from the k
processes (because of lack of inputs) is given by:

Ti= tI + t At ik (22)

L1- k=l

The double stun is given in Equation (22) to indicate a maximum delay time

for the case in which the processes and inputs are recovered In sequence.
This situation would probably not be a general case where several recovery
countermeasures are carried out simultaneously by different groups of
people. The real values of btikA would be estimated from the recovery

planning models; however, the minimum delay time requirements would be
established by comparing estimates from Equation (15) or perhaps
Equations (16) and (17) to determine feasible limits for the second term

of Equation (22).

The results from Equations (20) and (12) or Equation (22) may be
combined to establish a single promuct or commodity production require-

ment (or output) curve as a function of time. The true curve for a loctl
area, as mentioned above, would be a step function reflecting discrete
increases in inputs and outputs as the facllities are recovered and
process Inventories are brought into the production chaln. On a national
scale, the step functions would probably approach the form of a smooth

curve.

The above concepts are illustrated in Figure 16 for a single Input
and product. The recovery of the supply rate of input L is indicated by
two arbitrarily drawn solid line curves; neither is conservative with
respect to requirements. The third curve (broken line) is conservative
with respect to the amount recove~wd and time of recovery. In the figure,
the recovery rate curve that falls in the gray area repreents failure
after successful recovery of the output from three processes. It should
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be noted that the recovery of the production from any number of successive

processes and their inventories less than the total number of processes

in the chain is equivalent to Increasing the original stockpile and, if
feasible, increases the survival time. On the other hand, the recovery

of the production from all processes in the chain constitutes recovery

of the industry to the degree required to custain production at the sur-

vival level. This achievement would, in general, satisfy the first basic

objective of a postattack recovery system.

Recovery Scheduling Techniques

As stated above, ultimate and sustained recovery will require the

continuing operation of all related survival systems, including xystenis

that provide raw materials. Therefore, it is important that recovery

requirements of all systems, both individually and collectively, be pro-

jected as far as necessary Into the postattack period for Identifying

problems of input sh.)rtages and for identifying countermeasures fo.,
solving these problems. Longer term problems such aq these may require

long lead times to resolve but, if anticipated, certain recovery variables

could be altered. Alterations iu variables that coulo lead to alterna-

tive recovery plans and procedures include: (1) revision of schedules

for the supply of product 1; (2) deletion, substitution, or reduction in

consumption rate ZI; (3) reduction In product quality; and (4) possible

increase or substitution of inputs.

The steps for determining postattack recovery requirements and
scheduling can be summarized as follows:

I. Determine the number of survivors (Ni).

2. Estimate a normal or minimum consumptloA rate, Z,, for selected
survival Items, Including acceptable substitute relationships

among items.

3. Estimate the available and potentially consumable inventories,

and R~j, of each survival Item from proattack statistics and

damage assessment summaries.

4. Estimate th*ý potential consumption or survival times for each

survival cimkodity--Squations (15) and (16).

S. Use the three-dimenslonal matriz (see Figure 15)--ba"ed on

prwattack economy data--tho R1 1t data, and damage assessmnt

summaries of available Input* l to estimate the total Input

capacities and production potentials required to maintain or
regeherate the stockpile--Equations (15) and (19).

6. Estmaste the requ-irements of input t* capacities for continued

survival--Equation (7)--and compare these with results from

Step 5.



7. Use Equations (8), (9), and (10) to develop a minimum require-
ment for the recovery of input 11 (Figure 16) for r inputs and
p processes to each of m survival items; cumulate the rate of

input and estimate the allowed process delay times--Equation (20).

8. Sum the daily requirements for each input It in Step 6 to obtain

the total rate required as a function of time and repeat esti-
mate of allowed delay times.

9. Compare the results of Steps 4, 6, and 7 to determine whether
any input It requirement exceeds availability at the minimum

lead time, to enumerate bottleneck inputs, and to establish
allocation priorities for the inputs.

10. If recovery is possible in Step 9 (T i(n) is greater than Ti),i!
recovery scheduling and planning can proceed. Alternative

recovery plans and schedules may be tested to evaluate those
having the minimum delay times [these, by definition, should
give the most rapidly rising curves for the variation of pro-
duction (supply of Ri) ] with time after attack.

Some of these steps are superficially applied to the food system
in the appendix to indicate how available data can provide data bases
for postattack recovery requirement and scheduling information.
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SUMI"ARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A list of postattack recovery model systems was given under the
four general categories of weapon effects and vulnerability, economic
systems, countermeasures, and civil defense organization. A series of
specific models in each general category was discussed briefly in terms
of inputs, internal computational parameters, and outputs. The func-
tional scope of each model as part of e. recovery model system was described

and the current state of development of each was indicated. A general
approach to model design and development was given, using water and bread
systems as detailed examples.

Some countermeasure models, which are a primary interest and
responsibility of OCD, were outlined are 3cussed. Decontamination and
dose control models, currently the most highlv developed countermeasure

models, were presented in the greatest decaiA'. The inputs, internal com-
putations, outputs, and parameter limits (from referenced associated
research) were reasonably well defined. Other countermeasure models were
diagrammed in terms of inputs, internal computation, and outputs, but
computation procedures and parameter relationships and the ranges of
applicable parameter velues a'e yet to be defined.

Postattack management functions and requirements were discussed in
parametric terms in model form for evaluating recovery requirements, re-
covery planning, and management operations. The theory of the recovery
requirements model was developed in detail with a series of procedural
steps for evaluating recovery requirements as a function of time. These
steps, some of which were applied to the food system as an example, were

based on concepts that should be applicable to essential survival items

as well as to the recovery of the entire economy. However, the effort

required to generate input data bases in the detail needed may limit
initial application to selected essential survival items or to small regions.

The primary functions of the civil defense organizatiun models for
recovery requirements, planning and management are to develop feasible
productiin recovery schedules from the recovery model system--and to
develop recovery schedules that are designed to meet the needs of survivors.

Except for the few recovery requirement model details developed as

examples in this report, no quantitative methods are available for esti-
mating postattack recovery requirements on a national scale.
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Individual models of the recovery model system should be developed

to the point where the model system can be tested. A rapid development

of the system would require initial estimates of alk major parameters
and basic relationships. Later, these estimates could be replaced through

more detailed research on each model. Testing the model system through
sensitivity analyses could indicate where research effort to gain detailed
information on each model should be concentrated. This approach is being
used in continuing research on recovery model systems in the further de-
velopment of models that can be applied to the study of organization and
management requirements for a range of postattack situations.
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Appendix

SOME IIECOVERY RE)QUIREKENT MODEL PARAMETERS FOR THE FOOD SYSTEM

Production and distribution of food in a postattack environment will
play an important part in postattack survival and recovery. Because of
its importance and the large number of detailed statistics available, the
food chain of selected dietary items has been investigated as an example
of the application of the theory and concepts discussed under "Recovery
Management Concepts and Related Model Details."

Statistics on national production have been used to derive model

parameter relationships to illustrate and describe the development of
the recovery requirements model. Although application of data from
national averages to local areas of different sizes can lead to misrepre-
sentation, the application in suitable for demonstrating the types of
input and output parameters required in the treatment and the internal
data processing techniques that might be applied to local data bases.

General Supply, Consum!ption, and Diet Considerations

The agricultural products that are conslimed as food are itemized by

group under Item 2 of Table 9. Within each group are several products that,
unprocessed or processed, are eaten in different forms, such as fresh,
frozen, or canned. Data on normal eating habits and trends are summarized

by U.S. Fond Consumption In terms of supply and consumption rates; the
summariea include data on the annual per capi ta weight consumption of
many foods according to the form in which they are retailed. These data
were used to determine the specific foods that are most important in the
national diet (on a consumption basis). A list of the food forms that
are consumed in signi ficant amounts and fox, which the recovery require-
ments model is applied in the example Is given In Table A-1.

The noral dally consumption rate, 4,, of the edible portion of each
Zood form can be determined from per capita consumption data1 "4 or esti-

mated from annual production figures prorated over the contemporary
population. This method evaluating 61 assumes that annual production
and consumption are equal and that the consumption is spread evenly over

the year,
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Table A-1

SIGNIFICANT FOOD CONSUMPTION FORMS

Form

Food Fresh Frozen '..anned Dried Cured Juice Processed

Milk Group
Whole Milk x x x x

Cheese x

Cottage Cheese x

Meat and Meat Alternate
G:oup

Beef x x x x x
Pork x x x x x

Lamb, Mutton x x x

Chicken x x x
Turkey x x x

Eggs x x x
Fish x x x x

Vegetable-Frui t Group
Potatoes x x x x

Tomatoes x x x x

Sweet Corn x x x

Snap Beans x x x

Field Beans x x

Lima Beans x x x

Lettuce x
Cabbage x x

Peas x x x

Onion x

Carrot x x x

Cantaloupe x
Watermelon x

Orange x x x x

Grapefruit x x x x

Peach x x x x

Apple x x x x

Almond x

Pecan x
Walnut x
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Table A-I (concluded)

" ~Fors

Food Fresh Frozen Canned Dried Cured Juice Processed

Grain Products
Wheat Flour x
Wheat Cereal x

Rye Flour x
Rice x
Corn Meal x

Corn Cereal x

Corn Starch x

Oats x

Barley x

Fats and Oils

Lard x

Butter x
Margarine x

Shortening x

Edible Oils x

Sugar and Syrups
Cane Sugar x
Beet Sugar x

Corn Sugar x

Food Adjuncts
Coffee x
Tea x
Cocoa x

Source: etference 1 and Stanford Research Institute
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If the inputs to the food production process (i.e., farming or ranch-
ing) are not considered, then the outputs (farm products) either go
directly to consumers without change in form or ar inputs to a process
where the form may be changed. Many of the farm products arrive at the
consumer level in several forms. The fractional distribution of the farm

output of a given commodity among several processes where it is an input
in the preparation of another commodity (or another form of the original
commodity) may be represented by:

jk f ijk O(i+x)(k~y) (A-1)

in which fijk is the fraction of the farm output that becomes an input j
to the kth process in the production of commodity i. The output of the
commodity Is then represented by:

ik ujk aijk (i+x)(k+y) (A-2)

The value of the production coefficient, aijk, for any Input-output
combination depends on the units of measure of the two quantities. Thus,
weight changes, partitioning of the input (more than one product can re-
sult in a given process), or combination with other inputs may result;
but In general, aLjk would be a pure number representing weight, volume,
or number change.

Estimated values of its tIjk, and aIjk for significant food copkiodities

are summarized In Table A-2 as obtained from data reported in Reference 3
to 11 (References 9 and 11 were particularly useful for this tabulation).
In this table, 41 is a 1960 per capita retail food form consumption figure;

flJk is the fraction of farm production (input J), which is allocated to
processes k to produce food form I and Is computed with the assumption
that all of input J Is accounted for in the food forms listed. The process
dependent production coefficient aijk 's the weight change factor that
gives the =mber of pounds of farm production required to produce one pound
of tood form I at retail (k a o----t and aijk a 1.00 when k a o).

A check on the adequacy of the dall; diet given by the sum of these
it from Table A-2 shows that approximately 2,680 calories are provided
when the food energy values derived by Merrill and Watt1 2 are applied.

Maily caloric requirements vary with individuals and the activities in
which they are *ngaged--ranoing from 50 calories per pound for infants to
4,500 calories for Vale adults doing heavy manual labor.

13-16
Several studies have been made of the potential supply of food

at various stages in the production and distribution system. The results
of one of these studies1e are summarised in Table A-3 on a national basis.
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Table A-3

ESTIMATED FOOD SUPPLY AT
VARIOUS STAGES OF DISTRIBUTION

1963

Cumulative
Days a Days

Home 9.0 9,0

Retail Food Stores 11.6 20.6
Wholesale Warehouses 11.7 32.3
Otherb 52.3 + 10.0 84.6 +- 10.0

a Based on 2 6 50-calorie diet

b Includes unprocessed and surplus food stocks whose
quantities fluctuate seasonally as well as from
year to year

Source: Reference 16
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In all of the studies, the supply was computed by dividing total calories

of stored food by an assumed daily caloric requirement of the population.

A balanced diet including specific food items was not considered.

A recovery requirements model must be able to account for each food
product inventory in greater detail than the summation of available

calories of all foods used to generate Table A-3. Each food form i is a

separate system that must be understood in detail if the total system is
to operate or is to be recovered in a postattack environment. A simpli-

fied approximation such as:

E N = i To (A-3)

does not account for seasonal or regional variations in quantity of a
specific food form i, particularly a fresh perishable food, even though

the total caloric content of all foods stored in homes, retail, anO whole-
sale locations remains about constant throughout the year. Unprocessed
surplus food stocks have seasonal variations in both composition and
quantity.

Equation A-3 is based on a consumption rate established by prorating

the production of each food form uniformly over the time it is available.
Adequate distribution is assumed, and each person has a daily (constant
or seasonably variable) consumption rate of each food form, whatever
the size of the portion may be. Realistically, this apportionment of the
food would be impractical and probably would not produce a balanced diet

for individuals throughout the year because of the seasonal variation in
supply. The Department of Agriculture has proposed national emergency
food consumption standards that set forth food allowances per person per
week, acceptable substitutes, and substitution rates for canned and con-
centrated foods. 1 7 Such standards can be used to apportion available
foods among survivors at the local level to approximate balanced but not

identical diets from available foods. These local variations of equiva-
lent diets can be considered when the detail of the recovery requirements
model Is extended beyond the national level of the current example; further,

the diets must be based on the stockpiles available at the time of an

attack, sn that some items will not be included if the attack occurs near
harvest time. These detailed analyses will also indicate (1) how the

consumption of various foods can be combined to follow the general
guidance set forth by the USDA1 7 and (2) whether that guidance Is consis-
tent with the feasibility of recovery of the food system.

Perishable Foods

important factors in planning the most efficient consumption schedule
for a perishable food crop are (1) harvest starting and completion dates

A -10



and period of maximum harvest activity or production rate, (2) delay time

from production to consumption, (3) storage time without loss by spoilage,
(4) total production of the crop, and (5) a spoilage factor. Simplified

relationships among the first four factors in relation to harvest rate,
consumption rate, and the stockpile size of a single perishable crop
(with no processing steps) are shown in Figure A-1.

The output rates represented by Figure A-la are:

0

* em (

6, (t1 0 o to t !9 t1 (A-4)

0i t 1• tx !gt t2 (A-5)

and(tt
"adi 1 ....(t3. t 2 t2 ! t !t3 (A-6)

where t is the day of the year, to is the first day of harvest, t1 is the
first day of maximum harvest activity, t 2 is the last day of maximum bar-

2ma
vest activity, t 3 is the last day of harvest, and 0i is the production
rate during the period of maximum harvest activity.

The cumulative output (independent of the destination of the harvested

crop) during the harvest period is represented by:

I (t- t )2
0

(i + t t

O (t) . , (A-8)

oi~ 2(tm -t- ,at 1tst A
I 1 2 a

and '1 t2  21 +2
o*m) [1-t• 1-,(t3.:) +. t 2 to t1

t t 2

t2 t !9 t3 (A-9)
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Figure A -1

RELATIONSHIPS AMONG PRODUCTION RATE, CONSUMPTION RATE,
AND THE STOCKPILE OF A SINGLE PERISHABLE CROP

: MAXIMUM PRODUCTION
RATE "{-a

PRODUCTION RATE

61

*

0 to ti tt
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The total production is obtained by setting t equal to t in
Equation (A-9); it is given by:

0i~

0o(t) - C(t +t- to- t) (A-10)
1 3 2 2 3 o 1

Generally, consumption begins at the same time as the harvest for
areas adjacent to the production sites. However, the consumption rate
over the country (or a large area) will not reach a plateau until some-
time after the productivn rate becomes constant and output is delivered
to the farthest market. The same time delay in the maximum consumption
rate would be expected after the harvest rate begins to decline. And
finally, the consumption rate must vanish at a time after production
stops, determined by the maximum storage time before spoilage occurs.
The above asrumptions and the consumption-rate pattern given by Figure A-lb
are represented by:

Cm t- t )1 oo _= t t _ t :g t eý ( A - 1 1 )-o tl

1 0

C " 1 3, t2 t t'3 (A-12)

t1 (t- t'
11 2 2i 3A13

where t' is the first day of maximum consumption rate, t; is the last day
Iof maximum consumption rate, t' is the last day of consumption, and •i Is

the maximum consumption rate.

The cumulative amounts of the crop consumed are given by:

C (t t
I tt 21t.-to) 0o~ 1tA-4

1 0 , M t t 9 t (A-14)2(t; t )1

C(t) t 0 t - t tg t ! t 2  (A-1)
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and

Ce() (t -t I [l- j7~2] + 2t- to-

t2 t r t3 (A-16)

According to the above discussion, the time delays for delivery and

storage (or spoilage) result in the following relationships among the time

parameters:

t1 tId + t1 (A-17)

t; = + t2 (A-18)1 id 1

and

S ti + t 3  (A-19)t3 is 3

where tid is the maximum delivery time (for delivery to farthest signifi-

cant consumer group) and tis is the maximum storage time (i.e., storage

time at which spoilage occurs). Thus, for a perishable commodity, t~dt[!

must always be less than tis for full utilization of the output. Suasti-

tution of Equat Ions (A-17), (A-18), and (A-19) for Equation (A-16) and

evaluation at t 3 gives:

C(tW) = - (t + t 3 + t - t - t) (A-20)
1 3 2 2 o s 1

if f J is the fraction of the harvested crop that is utilized inijk I

perishable form, then C (t ) is equal to f 0 O1 (t 3 ) and, from Equations

(A-10) and (A-20), the production and conugtion parameters are related

by:

C4 ( +t t - t
On '*I (t2 i t3 + tis £ " )
01 f (t + t . t _ t (A-21)

Ijk 2 3 o 1

If c Is evaluated In terms of the average daily consumption of the

commodity over a year's time, then the output required to supply N people
is given by: 365 N Ic

0 i(t ) --- - - - - (A-22)
1 3fijk
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The inventory at any time between t and t is given by:
0

1(t) = 01(t) - C I(t) (A-23)

where 0 (t) for t greater than t is equal to 0 (t3).
£ 3 1 3

If more than one cropping or harvesting of the same comodity occurs
in one year, then the output 0 (t) and consumption C (t) are redesignated
as 0 Mt) and Ci (t), respectively, for each of the Aarvests. The total
output for the yearly harvest is then given by:

x

Ot(t) = 0i O Mxt) (A-24)

x=l

where z is the total number of croppings. The total amount consumed is
given by:

z

C(t) = M Cx(t) (A-25)

x=l

In the case of several croppings, the equality stated by Equation
(A-21) is not required; however, If It holds for each cropping, then the
yearly crop is consumed. The requirement stated by Equation (A-21) be-
comes:

365W N Ci

0 (365) = . .. . (A-26)
I j

The production and consumption characteristics mait be computed
separately for each cropping to ensure that the inventories ae not mixed
and that tid is less than tit for each harvest. Thus, soveral croppings
can contribute to the stockpile only if the difference In their respective
values of to is less than t

As an example of concurrent consumption of several cropping* of a
fresb perishable food, lima bean conaumtion it analysed on a national
basis. The pertinent factors of Equations (A-4) through (A-21) are given
in Table A-4, together with the computed values for 60 sad t illustrated
in Figure 1. The seasonal variation of the concurred ConsvAption of
fresh lime beans, on a national basis, stwre the number of crops €omtribu-
ting to consumption varies from none to nine, grown throughout the year,

A-1S
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is given in Table A-5. Intermediate values of C can be obtained by

straight-line interpolation.

Nonperishable Foods

Food forms that can be stored until the start of the next harvest

period have a seasonal variation of their stockpile gI as shown in
Figure A-2. Unlike fresh perishable crops, all crops can contribu~te
concurrently to the consumption rate throughout the year so that the
rate is:

C, = NI c (A-27)

and the total consumption up to any time is:

CI(t) - N i t , 0 n t < 365 (A-28)

The total consumption for the year is then 365 Ni c If only one cropping

occurs, production or harvest parameters for mlntimm production require-
ments are specified by:.

730 N i

0 t ( i t 3  t -t) (A-29)
2 o 1

For the case where more than one crooping occurs, the minimum produc-
tion requirement is given by:

a 3653 t Ni
0O1 s ix f . .. (A-30)

x=1

The above requirements, as derived on the basis of the i values for
each crop, may be adjusted (as mentioned previously) to some legree oan
the basis of total dietary needs and substitutions of one food for another
(altboqgh the sums over the I products are not indicated here). Over any
period of time, the costs associated with the output production at the

level 6 may be the controlling factor In the selection of the diet items
and the crops to be grown in a postattack envirnment. The above equa-
tions indicate only bow the production outputs can be related to diet
requirements, to their delivery times, and to the food stockpile.
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Table A-5

SEASONAL VARIATION OF FRESH LIMA BEAM CENSUMTXON

a o b
t Cropx aC

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 cwt_/day

0 X 
46

4 x 5891 x X 58
93 X X 

43994 x X 
629102 X 
571

140 X X X X 571154 X X X X 2339155 X X X X 2441
161 x X X X X 2451
164 X X X X X 3262169 X X X X X 3270178 X X X X 3056182 X X X X X 3056
185 X X X X X 3300
191 X X X X X x 3300199 X x X X X X 4009213 X X X X x X X 3596
215 x X X X X X M. 3750216 x X X X X X X 3785224 X X X X X X 3209234 X X X X X 2785
246 X X X X x 27C5276 X X X x x 1644
285 X X X X 1231316 

0
349 X 

0365 X 
46

a See Table A-4
b National consumption of concurrent crops

Source: Stanford Research Institute
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